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Whereas this presentationWhereas this presentation
highlights the challenges,highlights the challenges,
electrification is the wayelectrification is the way 

forward for road transportforward for road transport



Challenge 1: shifting technologies
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ICE
Non 

plug-in 
hybrid

Plug-in 
hybrid Electric

ICE: Internal Coombustion EnginegggICE: Internal Combustion EngineICE: Internal Combustion Engine



Challenge 1: shifting technologies
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ICE 1l gasoline 
= 2,3 kg CO2

Non plug-
in hybrid

1l gasoline 
= 2,3 kg CO2

Battery 
degradation

Plug-in 
Hybrid

1l gasoline 
= 2,3 kg CO2

Battery 
degradation Plug-in time

Electric Battery 
degradation
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A hybrid vehicleA hybrid vehicleA hybrid vehicle
with worn oroowith worn orwith worn or
empty batteriesempty batteriesempty batteries
is an ICE vehicleais an ICE vehicleis an ICE vehicle
drawingawingdddrawingdrawing
x hundred kg of x hundred kg of x hundred kg of 
useless weighttguseless weightuseless weight

Challenge 1: shifting technologies



Fire hazard

Challenge 1: shifting technologies
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Challenge 2: indicators
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Fuel consumption = GHG emissionFuel consumption = GHG emissionFuel consumption = GHG emission ►►► theory andtheory andtheory and
reality not always matchingreality not always matchingreality not always matching
WLTP cycle: fuel consumption data refers to theP cycle: fuel consumption data refers to theWLTP cycle: fuel consumption data refers to thecycle: fuel consumption data refers to theWLTP cycle: fuel consumption data refers to the
first 100 km. Does it properly represent plugfirst 100 km. Does it properly represent plugst 100 km. Does it properly represent plugfirst 100 km. Does it properly represent plug--inninin
hybrid vehicles?dbhybrid vehicles?hybrid vehicles?
Battery rangeBattery rangeBattery range ►►► theory and reality not alwaystheory and reality not alwaystheory and reality not always
matchingatchingmatchingmatching
Battery State of HealthBattery State of HealthBattery State of Health –– SoHSoHSoH: a key parameter: a key parameter: a key parameter



Challenge 3: vehicles procurement
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Used vehicles:Used vehicles:
SoHSoH

New vehicles:New vehicles:
Fuel consumptionFuel consumption
Battery rangeBattery range
Battery charging timeBattery charging time
Battery durabilityBattery durability



Challenge 4: Vehicles in use
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https://citainsp.org/wpp // p g/ pp // p g/ pp p ggg ppp /////// ppp ggg/// ppp p gg pggghttps://citainsp.org/wphttps://citainsp.org/wp--
content/uploads/2023/06/CITA_WP_BEV_REV1_1content/up oads/2023/0/ p / / / _ _ _ _/ p / / / _ _ _ _p// ppp //// /// ///p _ _ _ _content/uploads/2023/06/CITA_WP_BEV_REV1_1content/uploads/2023/06/CITA_WP_BEV_REV1_1ontent/uploads/2023/06/CITA WP BEV R
5062023_FINAL.pdf5062023 FINAL pdfddpp00660055062023 FINA_ p5062023_FINAL.pdf5062023_FINAL.pdf



Challenge 5: Where is the benchmark?
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We still doWe still doWe still do
not have annot have annot have an
inspiringgpiinspiringinspiring
referencereferencereference



The way forward
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Making vehicle electrification a successaking vehicle electrification a successMaking vehicle electrification a succe
history:history:

Knowing technology limitationsKnowing technology limitations
Being aware of indicators’ meaningBeing aware of indicators’ meaningBeing aware of indicators’ meani
With an impartial assessment of With an impartial assessment of ith an impartial assessment o
vehiclesvehicles



Thank you for your attention!
wwww.citainsp.org
Rue du Commerce 123 - 1000 Brussels, Belgium
+32 (0)2 469 06 70
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